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If time frightens us, it’s because it works out the problem and the

solution comes afterwards.

– Albert Camus

The rapture did come. It always does. This is what it looks like.

– Charles Bernstein’s Facebook status





The Narrators

if time frightens us it’s because it works out the problem (Tuning

fork.) and the solution comes afterwards you see it breaks down as

things do in an environment over time so is the problem a solute in

the solvent of words some metal or adaptive chemical there in the

water knocking at the lips translated from English to English in the

water or maybe the mud and the solution comes after words (girls:

Ha ha!) in even distribution dissolving as it will in a mixture of green

to red breaking down as it does (frogs: Groan.) listen Frog One Frog

Zero Girl One Girl Zero making sounds performing actions that wince

at the combination of English on English (girls: Ho ho!) or image

on image or object on object and we say this or that if it means solv-

ing a problem (frogs: Groan.) that is if time frightens us in English

(Tuning fork.) there are actions here that dissolve the question of

time and language slash time and the body slash deformity and

language green green and red red porous in the mud (Tuning fork.)

listen to the croak croak dying (frogs: Groan.) it’s only a sounding

listen to the finger wagging the arm (girls: He he!) and consider

order here (Tuning fork.) it upsets these figures that are all mislead-

ing (Tuning fork.) listen:

Part One wherein Frogs and Girls limb alone

Part Two wherein they fall in limb

Part Three wherein they die
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(frogs, girls, the narrators assemble.)
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Part One

Limber



The Narrators

(A crackle in the distance.)

so this is the first part the one you’ve got to land on first (girls: 127-

18-4. On repeat.) the one you leap to by merit of thumbs though there

were numbers before this and you were certain of them we could

even return to them now but this is the first first this is the number

you’ve got to learn and there are others who have crouched in one one

one one they’ve flipped here too it’s a certainty we’re dealing with

(frogs: Brekekekex-koax-koax.) don’t think about the second part

we’re not there yet we’re here in part one where your thumb brought

you or an index finger you favour more this is the first of firstness you

understand the a-priority (girls: Heavy sigh.) are you okay with the

others that came before or is sharing a compromise if it is then I’m

sorry start again this is the first and you are the first first and no one

will ever come again really this is a problem of memory who is the sub-

ject or the object who starts I assure you all we have is this moment this

moment this one so you start or I start pick your past and your pres-

ent and use them (girls: 7439-92-1. Once. Loudly.) start here with the
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tangibles with the arm the leg we’ve got to count them and the Frogs

and the Girls will all act as though nothing has happened and you’ll

figure this swallows though we don’t yet coo are you an infant that

cries maw maw maw at a finger you mistook for a nipple (girls:

Heavy sigh.) the tongue goes in the mouth that’s the first thing on the

first page the tongue going nowhere and the Frogs and the Girls will

say nothing has happened and they wait for part two and part three

where there is hope of limbs and mingled hands where fingers can do

more than count (frogs: Love!) but they are parts too are only parts

that work with other parts you see how this is all coming together you

see we’re all coming together (girls: Heavy sigh.) or is that a com-

promise of first firsts this is all a problem one then two then three then

then then you are more or less finished and this has all lasted a while

a moment you favour more the one arm the one leg the hop hop frog

the hop hop girl with their fingers koaxing the page

(The Narrators: Pause. Listening.)

you see how nothing is happening again the tongue goes in the mouth

and closes
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Frogs

Appendix A. Amphibian limb. Amphibian deformities. Limb defor-

mities. Pond. Pathogen-mediated deformities. Thallium744-28-3.

Explained deformities. Appendix B. Amphibian malformation.

Studies. Limb segments. Deformities. Girl. Polydactyly. Abnormali-

ties. Appendix C. Limb object. Beryllium7440-41-7. Atypical. Untypical.

Nontypical. Unrepresentative. Rare. Isolated. Appendix D. Irregu-

lar. Anomalous. Deviant. Divergent. Aberrant. Strange. Crysene218-

01-9. Odd. Appendix E. Peculiar. Curious. Bizarre. Weird. Queer.

Eccentric. Idiosyncratic. Quirky. Unexpected. Unfamiliar. Uncon-

ventional. Appendix F. Lead7439-92-1. Surprising. Unorthodox. Singu-

lar. Exceptional. Extraordinary. Out of the ordinary. Out of the way.

Appendix G. Unnatural. Perverse. Perverted. Phenol108-95-2. Twisted.

Warped. Unhealthy. Distorted.
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Girls

(In turn.)

How should we proceed? Fingers are nipples. We face forward and sing

here. Have you found the way? We face forward. Hold the place with

your thumb. Is it about love? Can you read it? We’ll draw each other

out. But we look so strange to ourselves. Who will draw us then? A

mouth opening sounds like a hind leg. We face forward. Who says?
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The Narrators

(Frog One stands centre stage. Spotlight. Top hat and cane. Tap shoes. The

cane may be used as a limb if no other is available. Narrators a cappella.

Pause briefly between lines for performance.)

Incomplete Upper Hind Limb: No knee

Multiple Hind Limbs: Complete

Small Lower Jaw with protruding tongue

Bone Bridge: Hind limb

Multiple Fore Limbs: Complete

Extra (complete) Digit(s): Fore limb

Incomplete Lower Hind Limb: No foot

Multiple Hind Limbs: Split

Incomplete Upper Fore Limb: No elbow

Partial Duplication of Digit(s): Hind limb

Incomplete Fore Limb: Partial fore foot (hand)

(Walk off.)
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Frogs

This is odd. (Pause. Huff.) There are too many limbs. Why limbs? Why

toes on limbs? Why limbs at all? Why fear of limbs? This isn’t defor-

mity. Where are legs? Two legs. Where are elbows? Why nose? Why

this instead of houses? Why boxes? Why not explain? Why mention?

Why invite invent intent a cause for all these effects? (Huff.) There’s

not a whole lot to push about here. (Pause. Louder.) This is odd. There

are objects everywhere. Object. Object. Object. Did it break? Did it

grow handles? Did the word splinter? Did the tooth chip? I know a

good dentist. I know a good etymologist. An optometrist. I know the

reconstructive surgeon. Fuzzy script. Mossy skin. (Frustrated.) What

music is playing exactly? How big was the arm? Who notices?
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Girls

this is dd (zzz uff) there are tt many limbs why limbs why ts nn limbs

why limbs at all why fear ff limbs this isn’t ww where are legs ww legs

where are ws why nn why ns instead of hh why xx why tt explain why

nn why intent a cause rr all these effects (uff) there’s tt a tt muscle tt

(zzz zzz eff) this is dd there are everywhere (.) (.) (.) did it break did it

grow handles did the n splinter did the tt chip I know a dd dentist I

know a dd etymologist I ww the (.) nn fuzzy ss skin what sic is exactly

as big as ht ht htt m
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The Narrators

The Girls are not all right

The Frogs are not

all

right
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Frog One

(Interior café.)

A chair leg stuck in the churn of pond water

evaporating with us.

It’s really about everything.

(Hopping on right foot.)

An old car rolls in sideways and sinks. It sinks.

Mud is a thing a car isn’t.

Coaxial cables weed the river bed.

(frogs: Brekekekex-koax-koax.)

Words we can’t get rid of trip up

moveable, for example skin.

One particle moves.
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On the other side a toe splinters.

On the other side a word called toe.

Now you have extra. More. Extoe. Exactly.

(Hopping on left foot.)

It’s always about something.

Mud or car or sink or float or water spider

or meniscus or leg or foot or arm or pond.

Be about something. A something worth a word.

A frog. A frog.

A something.

A frog. A frog. Leaps (Plants feet.)

and grows a new toe.

Examine. Extend. Extol.
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